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The owners of this property wanted a pool that could easily entertain, includes a wading pool for the grandchildren, 
and for both areas to be a feature that could be viewed from the home itself. Designed and built by Genesis Pools, this 
8m x 8m pool ensures the family can enjoy ample poolside fun year-round. 

The pool’s curved spillway is certainly a key feature as it faces the house at a 45 degree angle, which creates different 
viewpoints as you walk along the veranda of the property. The spillway leading into the wading pool also acts as a 
feature wall, which creates a fantastic visual effect. 

Founder and director of Genesis Pools, Brandon Appleton designed this pool himself, while using the owner’s 
requirements to create a flawless design. 

GENESIS POOLS

A SPECTACULAR SPILLWAY
FAMILY FUN YEAR-ROUND
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To accommodate the homeowners’ requirements, Genesis Pools needed to build the pool in a way that makes it look 
like it was always there. The pool’s placement utilises space by transforming a previously unused grassy slope into 
an entertainer’s paradise. 

Surfaced in a beautiful mix of white and blue tiles from Pool Tile Co, this pool is built to impress. The pool includes 
a 7-star Hurlco Viron P600 pump and a Baker Hydro sand filter, as well as Spa Electrics LED lights, which create an 
iridescent glow throughout the water, and an Evo heat pump, to ensure the water temperature is easily maintained. 

The finished result is a well-designed pool that is ideal for families and entertaining, and is a true testament to the 
work for which Genesis Pools is renowned. 
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Brandon’s dedication to quality swimming pool design and construction over the past 15 years is a prelude 
to Genesis Pools’ success. Servicing throughout Brisbane and Toowoomba, the company offers unlimited 
guidance needed to make decisions regarding all aspects of your swimming pool design, construction and 
contract. Genesis Pools guarantees the best construction practices, the highest safety standards and can 
offer solutions to difficult sites or access issues.

Families, builders and architects know that Brandon’s experience, trade knowledge and practical wisdom 
ensure his understanding of all aspects of building practises, which means that your construction job is 
overseen from the initial consultation, all the way through to the final important detail.

CONTACT
Genesis Pools
Mobile: 0412 545 395
Email: brandon@genesispools.com.au
Website: www.genesispools.com.au 
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